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PART TIME FABULOUS weaves a narrative of love, pain, and healing with real-life
stories in an exposé on living with Clinical Depression. Mel (Jules Bruff) falls in love with
Don (Bjørn Johnson) while on vacation. So taken with each other, he moves in twelve
days later. It’s not until then that her deep-rooted and untreated Clinical Depression
reveals itself. Mel’s inability to deal with her illness pushes a wedge between them and
ultimately breaks them apart. She is forced to face her disease alone. In the quest to
heal herself Mel sets out to make a documentary that exposes her truth, and the heartfelt truth of others dealing with Clinical Depression.

"Part Time Fabulous offers insight into the multidimensional impact of clinical depression on the people living with it and others in their lives. This film invites the viewer
into the dark emotional complexities of the deepest lows as well as the hopeful resolve
and empowerment of recovery. Part Time Fabulous casts off the blinders of shame
and shines a bright light on the experience of mental illness, which is so common to
humanity and for which everyone deserves quality care. - Active Minds, Inc.

WATCH THE TRAILER

“Jules Bruff gives an excellent honest performance in this thoughtful film. A beautifully
acted movie with heart and soul to spare.” - Jenelle Riley, Backstage
“A BEAUTIFUL FILM! Seamlessly written, acted and directed. It has the gift to help so
many, shedding light and understanding...” - Ginacarlo Esposito, AMC’s Breaking Bad
“Here’s a film that merits all the accolades it has received. We are pleased to be able
to support its appearance...” - National Alliance on Mental Illness
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